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Table A1: List of Keyboard Keys Corresponding to Translation and Rotation of 
Target Object about Various Axes 
 
Key What it Does 
“1” Rotates TVP around Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented X-Axis 
“2” Rotates TVP around Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented X-Axis 
“3” Rotates TVP around Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented Y-Axis 
“4” Rotates TVP around Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented Y-Axis 
“5” Translates Target Object along Positive Transport-Oriented X-Axis 
“6” Translates Target Object along Negative Transport-Oriented X-Axis 
“7” Translates Target Object along Positive Transport-Oriented Y-Axis 
“8” Translates Target Object along Negative Transport-Oriented Y-Axis 
“9” Translates Target Object along Positive Transport-Oriented Z-Axis 
“0” Translates Target Object along Negative Transport-Oriented Z-Axis 
“q” Rotates User Position around Target Object about Positive Camera-Oriented Y-Axis 
“w” Rotates User Position around Target Object about Negative Camera-Oriented Y-Axis 
“a” Rotates User Position around Target Object about Positive Camera-Oriented X-Axis 
“s” Rotates User Position around Target Object about Negative Camera-Oriented X-Axis 
“e” Translates Target Object along Positive Camera-Oriented Y-Axis 
“d” Translates Target Object along Negative Camera-Oriented Y-Axis 
“r” Translates Target Object along Positive Global Y-Axis 
“f” Translates Target Object along Negative Global Y-Axis 
“t” Rotates Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented X-Axis 
“y” Rotates Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented X-Axis 
“g” Rotates Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented Y-Axis 
“h” Rotates Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented Y-Axis 
“v” Rotates Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented Z-Axis 
“b” Rotates Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented Z-Axis 
“k” Rotates User Position around Target Object about Global Y-Axis 




“l” Rotates User Position around Target Object about Global Y-Axis 
 Translates Target Object along Negative Camera-Oriented Z-Axis 
 Translates Target Object along Positive Camera-Oriented Z-Axis 
 Translates Target Object along Positive Camera-Oriented X-Axis 
 Translates Target Object along Negative Camera-Oriented X-Axis 
Home Rotates Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented X-Axis 
Page Up Rotates Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented X-Axis 
End Rotates Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented Y-Axis 
Page Down Rotates Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented Y-Axis 
Right “7” Rotates Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented Z-Axis 
Right “8” Rotates Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented Z-Axis 
“ * ” Rotates TVP around Target Object about Positive Transport-Oriented Z-Axis 
Right “ – ”  Rotates TVP around Target Object about Negative Transport-Oriented Z-Axis 
Right “0” Rotates Target Object about Positive Camera-Oriented X-Axis 
Right “ . ” Rotates Target Object about Negative Camera-Oriented X-Axis 
Right “1” Rotates Target Object about Positive Camera-Oriented Y-Axis 
Right “2” Rotates Target Object about Negative Camera-Oriented Y-Axis 
Right “4” Rotates Target Object about Positive Camera-Oriented Z-Axis 
Right “5” Rotates Target Object about Negative Camera-Oriented Z-Axis 
 
